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if your computer has no partitions, this command will return 0, the null value, which is different from the null value, . if you
dont know the serial number of your computer, you should look for physical evidence of the serial number on your

computer. i am having a problem with a windows 7 pc. it is a media center pc and it is no longer able to connect to a
second monitor that was connected to it. i have tried troubleshooting, and the problem seems to have happened because
an old driver got installed for the second monitor (windows 7). i am not sure if this is the problem, but i am not able to get
the windows 7 driver to get uninstalled. the only way to remove it is to uninstall the pc from the network. is there a way to
remove the driver from the pc without uninstalling the pc? i have a weird problem. when i use the get-wmiobject cmdlet to

get an instance of the wmimonitorbasicdisplayparams class and then run the properties for the property
win32_videocontroller i get one property in the array that doesnt exist in wmimonitorbasicdisplayparams. it is named

win32_videocontrollerhardwareid and it is of type string. however, when i run the properties for the property
win32_videocontrollerdevicename i get one property in the array that i do not see in wmimonitorbasicdisplayparams. it is

named win32_videocontrollerdevicename and it is of type string. okay, i am a bit confused. i know i can get the serial
number of a monitor using the wmi class win32_videocontroller, but am i using the right class name? should i use

win32_videocontroller instead of wmimonitorbasicdisplayparams?
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In this scenario, the VARIABLE_NAME is the LCID, the VALUE_NAME is the Display Serial Number, and the PROPERTY_NAME
is changed by this command. A detailed explanation of what we are doing can be found here . The final task is to issue the
command on the desktop when the machine has been running for some time. Again, to confirm, simply open the Windows
command line and issue the Wmic command, wait for it to complete, and have a look at the return value. In our example,
the Display Serial Number of the monitor has changed from DGGG to 2DDD2. We have an extra display monitor also now
(the laptop LCD), and its serial number has also changed to 83880000. Wmic is a powerful tool, but you need to consider
the pros and cons. Weve been using the command line tool, but if you look at the system utility on your laptop, you might
be able to take advantage of that GUI to perform your own simple tasks. But like any form of automation, monitoring, and

security, WMI can go terribly wrong. Your script should have safeguards to protect it.
[System.Management.ManagementPath]::combine("HARDWARE", "Software\Policies\Microsoft\Windows

NT\CurrentVersion\Hardware\SystemSerialNumber") The SystemSerialNumber key is used for querying the computer's
serial number and it is not intended to be used directly. As mentioned above, you need to know the hardware ID and the

serial number for the computer you're querying. We already have a good place to start but you need to know what to
search for and how to match the results. This information can be found in the HARDWARE MMC for the computer. This is

the default location for the computer manufacturer and is the most straight-forward way to get this information.
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